
 

CALL FOR PAPERS: PHILOSOPHY OF MANAGEMENT VIRTUAL PAPER MENTORING WORKSHOP 

Philosophy of Management (PHOM https://www.springer.com/journal/40926) is pleased to offer 

scholars an mentored opportunity to develop their papers that undertake philosophical enquiry into 

a management practice, knowledge, theory or other management phenomenon. 

The PHOM Virtual Paper Mentoring Workshop (PHOM-PMW) is aimed at scholars who are about to 

complete, or have recently completed their PhD. 

The purpose of each PHOM-PMW is to pair experienced authors/editors with participants who are 

interested in learning about philosophical enquiry and improving their paper manuscript. 

You can apply to participate in a PHOM-PMW by submitting an extended abstract following the 

following guidelines:  

- Extended abstracts should be no more than 10 pages double-spaced, excluding tables, 

figures and references. 

- The extended abstract should include discussions of: the management phenomenon of 

interest, method of philosophical enquiry, what problem the enquiry seeks to address or 

what other contribution the paper seeks to make, as well as the main tenets of the 

argument and enquiry. Authors are encouraged to include the appropriate headers to 

demarcate these sections so as to best facilitate discussion. 

- Authors are welcome to submit questions at the end of the extended abstract, specifically 

around areas for which they would like help, or questions around how to develop the paper. 

These questions do not count against the 10-page limit. 

The journal’s executive editors will choose the extended abstracts that will be invited for discussion. 

Each PHOM-PMW will revolve around extended abstracts submitted to and accepted for each 

workshop. Only those authors with accepted abstracts will be invited to attend. 

Apply by emailing your extended abstract to Dr Vincent Blok  vincent.blok@wur.nl  

We are open for applications until 21 March 2021. 

Notification of acceptance will be made by 25 April 2021. 

The virtual workshops will take place during May, June and early July 2021. 
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